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~The summaries appearing before the court decisionsp"b!ished in The Vainer do notform
part of thel'!, dges' grid assessors' decisions grid oreprovtded only as a briefsLtmmary of
the reported cases. Members ore urged notto rely on these summaries for a complete
synopsis, but to read the judgments in full.
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In the matter of the Rules of the Supreme
CourtofQueensland

and
In the matter of a Leasefrom ANZ

Executors &Trustee Company Limited
rid/or Queensland Treasury Corporation

and The National Mutual Life Association
of AUStralasia Limited

(In the Supreme Court of Queensland, 10 April 1991,
Mackenzie J. )
Lease Interpretation - Effect of words "disregarded
matters" in lease - Rental determination by valuer
acting as an expert - Lease incentives - Open market
value - Confidentiality clauses.

Lessee leased levels 35and36in Central Plaza One,
Brisbane. One of the assumptibns of the rent review
determination in the lease was that the premises be
available to lease "without payment of premium.
granting of a rent-free period. or the offering of any
other incentive by the landlord"

The lease also setouta number of assumptions to be
made in the rentreview determinatibn and a number of

matters to be di^regarded. One of the provisibns stating
"the open market rent at the relevant date shall be
'etermined by the expert makihg the assumptions but
,Isregarding the di^regarded mattersandhaving regard
to the open market rental values current at the relevant
review date"

The lessee sought a declaration under the Supreme ,
Court Rules as to the mean!rig of this clause, plus
several others

It was argued by the lessee that "disregardng the
of SIegarded matters" really meant that any expert
appointed to determine the open market rental should
adyust or di^count rental figures to take account of any
Incentives or rent-free periods

The lessors challenged the lessee's rights to seekan
order under the Supreme CourtRules and the meaning
attached to the disputed clauses.

Held: The expert appointed to determine the open
marketrentalapplicable under the lease would have to
take Into account the incentives being paid to other
tenants in the market

MACKENZIE J: The applicants seek declarations as to
the true meaning and effect of the provisions relating to
rent review in an instrument of lease of commercial

premises occupied by them on Floors 35 and 36 of the
Central Plaza One building. The relevant provisions are
clauses 410.1. 4.3 and 4.4 of the lease which are in the
following terms:

"4.10. I The open market rent at the relevant Review
Date shall be determined by the Expert (acting
as an expert and not as an arbitrator) and shall
be such as he shall decide should be the Base
Rent for the Premises at the relevant Review

Date making the Assumptions but disregarding
the Disregarded Matters and having regard to
open market rental values current at the
relevant Review Date

'The Assumptions' means the following
assumptions at the relevant Review Date

4.31 That the Premises are fit for and fitted out
and equipped for immediate occupation
and use (provided that the review rent
shall notinclude any coinoonentto reflect
the worth of any improvements carried
out at the Tenant's expense) and that no
work has been carried out on the Premis-
es by the Tenant, its sub-tenants or their
predecessors in title during the Term
which has diminished the rental value of
the Premises. and If the Premises have
been destroyed or damaged they have
been fully restored

4.32 That the Premises are available to let by a
willing landlord to a willing tenant, as a
whole. without payment of a premium,
granting of a rent free period or the
offering of any other Incentive by the
Landlord. but with vacant possession,
and subject to the provisions of this
Lease (other than the amount of the rent
but including the provisions for rent
review), for a term equal to the Term.

4.33That the covenants conta!ned in this
Lease on the part of the Tenant have
been fully perlormed and observed

The Disregarded Matters' means
4.4. IAny effect on rent of the fact that the

Tenant, its sub-tenants ortheir respective
predecessors in title have been in
occupation of the Premises

44.2 Any goodwill attached to the Premises by
reason of the carrying on arthe Premises
of the business of the Tenant. Its sub-
tenants or their predecessors in title in
their respective businesses

4.43Any increase in rental value of the Pre-
mises atIributable to the existence at the

relevant Review Date of any improve-
merit to the Premises and carried out by

,

.

4.3
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the Tenant pursuantto the Agreement for
Lease dated October. 1988 or otherwise
with consent where required otherwise
than in pursuance of an obligation to the
Landlord or its predecessors in title
either:

44.31 By the Tenant, its sub-tenants. or
their respective predecessors in
title during the Term, or during
any period of occupation prior
thereto arising out of an agree-
merit to grant such Term, or

443.2 By any Tenant or sub-tenant of
the premises before the coin-
mencement of the Term so long
as the Landlord or its predeces-
sors in title have not since the
Improvement was carried out had
vacant possession of the relevant
part of the Premises. "

The dispute essentially concerns the effect of the
requirement in clause 410.1 that the 'disregarded
matters' be disregarded.

A, preliminary, point was. taken ,by. the .res ond
"~'*"*.."* * ' "

liras6h':It^^ Heiji;;h'was) ih~Godelfo Construction*ply*In'dV':~SI^7^~??^7/2/'17i6"'~'7N ' '""Ucjjon*pl, 'In'dv. SI^7^~??anZipthol'ify. ~61New. South Wa/e^I, (I-^62)
norii-the judgment of Mason J is as follows:

*'The true rule is that evidence of surroundin
circumstances is admissible to assist in the inter-
pretation of the contractifthe language is ambiguous
or susceptible of more than one meaning. But ms not
admissible to contradict the language of the contract
when it has a plain meaning. Generally speaking
facts existing when the contract was made will not be
receivable as part of the surrounding circumstances
as an aid to construction. unless they were known to
both parties, although. as we have seen, ifthe facts
are notorious knowledge of them will be presumed.
"It is here that a difficulty arises with respect to the
evidence of prior negotiations. Obviously the prior
negotiations will tend to establish objective back-
ground facts which were known to both parties aria
the subject matter of the contract. To the extent to
which they have this tendency they are admissible.
But in so far as they consist of statements and
actions of the parties which are reflective of their
actual intentions and expectations they are not
receivable. The point is that such statements and
actions reveal the terms of the contract which the
parties intended or hoped to make. They are super-
seded by, and merged in. the contract itself. The
object of the parol evidence rule is to exclude them,
the prior oral agreement of the parties being in-
admissible in aid of construction, though admissible
in an action for rectification.
"Consequently when the issue is which of two or
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.!n this setting. We do nottake into accountthe a8iudi
intentions of the parties and for the very good isa^"
be time consuming but it would also be unrewardin
factorth- UCweighttothese
written contract.

11here may perhaps be one, ;.^itdation in vVh' h'
evidence of the actual intention of the parties should
be allowed to prevail overtheir presumed intention. If
it transpires that the parties have refused to include in

e contract a provision which would give effect to
the presumed intention of persons in their position it
may be proper to receive evidence of that refusal.
After all, the court is interpreting the contract which
the parties have made and in that exercise the court
takes into account what reasonable men in that
situation would have intended to conve, b th
words chosen. But is it right to carry that exercise t

e point of placing on the words of the contract
is 'b aVeunitedinrejecting?It
amounting to concurrence. is receivable so as to
,,. esougttobedrawnfrom

Mr Douglas QC relied particularly on the last are-
graph quoted. He submitted that this was not a case in
0.64. Th eerminaticnunder
affidavit of Arithony Charles Colter who deposes that
the respondents, who are successors in title to the
owner who originally negotiated the lease have not
been able to have access to the files of Hawthorne,
Cuppaidge and Badgery who were the solicitors then
involved in the transaction, nor those of the previous
owner.

One piece of correspondence that they have
obtained relates to the negotiations for the lease and
indicates that a proposed clause 411.4 had been not
Incorporated in the lease. That clause had been
proposed by the lessees and was in the following form:
411.4 The landlord will on request by the ex ert

provide to the expert full details of all coin-
PIeted rental negotiations or determinations
within the building which have occurred within
a period of one year prior to the date of such
request and/or the relevant review date and
such details shall Include all matters touching
or concerning such negotiations or determin-
allons and without limiting the generality of the
foregoing will include full details of any incen-
tive with respect to a transaction referred to by
the landlord either in its submission to the

a

,

more possible meanings Is to be given to a contrac-
tual provision we look, not to the actual intentions.
aspirations or expectations of the parties before or at
the time of the contract, except in so far as they are
expressed in the contract, but to the objective
,I^^. mewOrk of facts within which the contract camein b existence, and to the parties' presumed intention

expert or in response to the expert's request.
The details will be provided by the landlord
within 21 days from the request of the expert. A
copy of such material will also be provided by
the landlord to the tenant and the tenant may
make a written submission to the expert in
respect of it. "

It was submitted by Mr Douglas QC that this was
particularly significant having regard to the interpret.
ation contended for by the respondents and to the
passage from Godelfa (supra) relied on by them.
However. his submission was not limited to this
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particular matter. It extended to the proposition that
until all aspects of the negotiations had been scruti-
nised the respondents could not be certain that there
were no other factors affecting the interpretation of the
written instrument.

The proposed clause 411.4 would have taken its
place in the lease in connection with procedures for
resolving differences in the-. event of lessors and
lessees failing to agree on the rental following its
review. Clause 48.3 provides that if the parties failto
agree within 60 days of service of the review notice the
sum of rental is to be determined by an expert pursuant
to clause 4.10. That sum becomes the rental. Clause
411.1 obliges the expert to advise the parties forthwith
of his appointment and 411.2 permits each to make a
written submission to him within 21 days of that notice.

I digress to say. for the sake of completeness, that
the lessees also proposed a clause 4,113 which would
have provided for a right of reply to the initial
submissions to the expert within a prescribed time. It is
not relevant therefore for present purposes except to
indicate that clause 4.11 appears to have been as much
concerned with questions of procedure rather than
substance.

To come to a conclusion on the preliminary objection
it is convenient to construe prima facie what the
relevant provision of the lease means forthe purpose of
determining whether on any view the deletion of the
proposed clause 411.4 or any undisclosed aspect of
the discussions leading up to the execution of the lease
might conceivably affect the issue of the meaning of
clause 4,101.

; Under the lease the expert's duty is to determine the
' ^p^;Trimarket tent";:It is to be determined in accord-

(a) he is to make the "assumptions";
(b) he is to disregard the "disregarded matters"; and
(c) he is to have regard to open market rental values

current at the relevant review date

The "assumptions" are in summary the following:
co that the premises are in for and fitted out for

immediate occupation and use and the rental value
has neither been enhanced nor diminished b'
anything done by the tenants;

(11) that the premises are available to let with vacant
possession by a willing landlord to a willing tenant
without payment of a premium. the granting of a
rent free period or the offer of any other incentive
by the landlord;

(iii)that the covenants by the tenant have been
performed.

The consequence of making these assumptions, in
my view. is that finding the open market rental value of
premises unaffected by factors that would distort that
value is the object of an exercise.

The "disregarded matters" are:
co any effect on the rent of the fact that the tenants

have been in occupation;

(Ii) any goodwill attaching to the premises by reason of
carrying on the business of tenants on the
premises;

(iii) any increase in rental value attributable to the
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existence oilmprovements to the premises carried
out by the tenant pursuant 10 the lease or with the
landlord's consent;

(iv) any cash premium, rent-free period or other
Incentive which may be payable by a lessor to a
lessee for a lease or entry into a lease or to
compensate a lessee for costs of relocating.

Once again if one eliminates these matters as factors
in determining the rental the purpose of the exercise, in
my view, Is to eliminate factors distorting the true value
of the premises. Viewed in that way and having regard
to the context in which the proposed clause 411.4
would have appeared. there is not, in my view, any
cogent reason for supposing that its deletion affects
what would otherwise be the irresistible inference as to
the intention of the parties.

The only inference that can be drawn concerning the
deletion. in my view, is that for some reason. most likel
the preservation of commercial confidentiality, the
landlords were not willing to provide information con-
cerning Incentives of tenants in Central Plaza One to
the expert as part of his process of making his
determination. It is true that this may make his task
more difficult because he would have to rely on less
reliable information as to such incentives and the like.
Nonetheless that is not. in my view, a factorthat affects
the plain meaning of the relevant provisions. I am not
prepared to find that the fact that the proposed clause
4.11 4 was deleted could affectthe intention expressed
in the written instrument.

Mr Douglas QC submitted that if allowances were
made in the process of assessing the open marketrent
for any cash premium, rent-free period or other
incentive, that could not be said to be disregarding
those matters. I do not accept this. The critical element
of the exercise is to ascertain the open market rentfor
the premises. What has to be disregarded is the
distortion of the true values that may occur if factors
such as cash premiums, rent free periods or other
incentives have an effect on the rental actually paid by a
tenant of premises which are being used as coinpar-
able premises in the process of valuing. To achieve a
true level of value it is those distortions that have to be
disregarded. To treat "disregard" as the equivalent of
"ignore" achieves the result that a true value is not
achieved.

On the broader issue that ifthe respondents have the
opportunity to peruse all material relevant to the
negotiations they may discover something that will
affect the true construction of the agreement, I am of
the view that. given what seems to me to be a quite
uriambiguous expression of principle in the words used
in the document, it would be remarkable if information
casting a shadow of ambiguity over it was discovered

In alithe circumstances I am satisfied that this is a
case In which I can proceed to a determination under
O. 64.

It is clear from what I have said that the proper
interpretation of the lease entitles the applicants to
succeed in principle. The respondents advanced an
argument that I should not make a declaration as that
may be an unnecessary step.

In support of this proposition an affidavit of Phili
Ross Willington. a registered valuer. was tendered to
the effect that there was a sufficient cross-section of

.
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premises, coinparable to the applicants' premises. for
the purpose of assessing marketrentalwhere the rental
was struck without any premiums, rent-free. periods,
landlord. Th f g ere orgivenbythe
cross-section a free market rent for the applicants'
premises or other premises in Central Plaza One'
without the need to consider any cases in which
incentives and the like were offered. Therefore, it would
ecome academic and unnecessary to enter upon an

ideration of the proper approach to "disregarded'

It will, of course, be entirely for the ex ert to d
byMrwjjjjnt waysuggested

been offered into account as wellin performin hi
valuation. Nothing in this judgment is intended to
impose a fetter on his independent professional'ud -
merit in that regard.
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However, the question of how h

andeffectofthelease 'meaning
My opinionastothemeanin of ,

ese reasons. Having regard to this, all hons. aving regard to this, alithat '

application including any reserved costs to be t
advised that the above decisibn Is on appeal. - Edt
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